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Half of a Yellow Sun Nov 17 2021 THE WOMEN’S PRIZE
FOR FICTION ‘WINNER OF WINNERS’ Winner of the
Orange Broadband Prize for Fiction 2007, this is a
heartbreaking, exquisitely written literary masterpiece
Red, White & Royal Blue May 11 2021 * Instant NEW
YORK TIMES and USA TODAY bestseller * *
GOODREADS CHOICE AWARD WINNER for BEST
DEBUT and BEST ROMANCE of 2019 * * BEST BOOK
OF THE YEAR* for VOGUE, NPR, VANITY FAIR, and
more! * What happens when America's First Son falls in love
with the Prince of Wales? When his mother became
President, Alex Claremont-Diaz was promptly cast as the
American equivalent of a young royal. Handsome,
charismatic, genius—his image is pure millennial-marketing
gold for the White House. There's only one problem: Alex
has a beef with the actual prince, Henry, across the pond.
And when the tabloids get hold of a photo involving an AlexHenry altercation, U.S./British relations take a turn for the
worse. Heads of family, state, and other handlers devise a
plan for damage control: staging a truce between the two
rivals. What at first begins as a fake, Instragramable
friendship grows deeper, and more dangerous, than either
Alex or Henry could have imagined. Soon Alex finds himself
hurtling into a secret romance with a surprisingly unstuffy
Henry that could derail the campaign and upend two nations
and begs the question: Can love save the world after all?
Where do we find the courage, and the power, to be the
people we are meant to be? And how can we learn to let our

true colors shine through? Casey McQuiston's Red, White &
Royal Blue proves: true love isn't always diplomatic. "I took
this with me wherever I went and stole every second I had to
read! Absorbing, hilarious, tender, sexy—this book had
everything I crave. I’m jealous of all the readers out there
who still get to experience Red, White & Royal Blue for the
first time!" - Christina Lauren, New York Times bestselling
author of The Unhoneymooners "Red, White & Royal Blue
is outrageously fun. It is romantic, sexy, witty, and thrilling. I
loved every second." - Taylor Jenkins Reid, New York
Times bestselling author of Daisy Jones & The Six
Heart of Darkness Dec 18 2021
The Red Chief Feb 26 2020
The Maidens Jun 19 2019 **THE INSTANT NEW YORK
TIMES BESTSELLER** "Alex Michaelides’s long-awaited
next novel, 'The Maidens,' is finally here...the premise is
enticing and the elements irresistible." —The New York
Times "A deliciously dark, elegant, utterly compulsive
read—with a twist that blew my mind. I loved this even more
than I loved The Silent Patient and that's saying something!"
—Lucy Foley, New York Times bestselling author of The
Guest List From the #1 New York Times bestselling author
of The Silent Patient comes a spellbinding tale of
psychological suspense, weaving together Greek mythology,
murder, and obsession, that further cements “Michaelides as
a major player in the field” (Publishers Weekly). Edward
Fosca is a murderer. Of this Mariana is certain. But Fosca is
untouchable. A handsome and charismatic Greek tragedy
professor at Cambridge University, Fosca is adored by staff
and students alike—particularly by the members of a secret

society of female students known as The Maidens. Mariana
Andros is a brilliant but troubled group therapist who
becomes fixated on The Maidens when one member, a friend
of Mariana’s niece Zoe, is found murdered in Cambridge.
Mariana, who was once herself a student at the university,
quickly suspects that behind the idyllic beauty of the spires
and turrets, and beneath the ancient traditions, lies something
sinister. And she becomes convinced that, despite his alibi,
Edward Fosca is guilty of the murder. But why would the
professor target one of his students? And why does he keep
returning to the rites of Persephone, the maiden, and her
journey to the underworld? When another body is found,
Mariana’s obsession with proving Fosca’s guilt spirals out of
control, threatening to destroy her credibility as well as her
closest relationships. But Mariana is determined to stop this
killer, even if it costs her everything—including her own life.
The Deconstruction of Chief Blackhawk Dec 06 2020 The
Deconstruction of Chief Blackhawk is a qualitative critical
analysis of the National Hockey League’s Chicago
Blackhawks’ mascot, Chief Blackhawk. Through a
decolonizing deconstruction of various Indigenous
stereotypes, this book examines the ethical and moral
consequences of the continued use of disparaging Indigenous
imagery for professional sports mascots, dominant White
society’s reliance on the Indian as the measure of American
identity, and the ramifications of colonial control of
Indigenous agency, thereby justifying Westward Expansion.
The Deconstruction of Chief Blackhawk is appropriate for
graduate or advanced undergraduate courses in rhetoric,
visual rhetoric, communication, cultural studies, visual

studies, art, critical theory, and psychology. It also serves as
an insightful resource for researchers, scholars, and educators
interested in visual, critical, and cultural studies.
The Scarlet Letter Jan 19 2022
The Poisonwood Bible Apr 29 2020 'Breathtaking.' Sunday
Times 'Exquisite.' The Times 'Beautiful.' Independent
'Powerful.' New York Times An international bestseller and a
modern classic, this suspenseful epic of one family's tragic
undoing and their remarkable reconstruction has been read,
adored and shared by millions around the world. This story is
told by the wife and four daughters of Nathan Price, a fierce,
evangelical Baptist who takes his family and mission to the
Belgian Congo in 1959. They carry with them everything
they believe they will need from home, but soon find that all
of it - from garden seeds to Scripture - is calamitously
transformed on African soil. What readers are saying 'This
remains one of the most fascinating books I have ever read.'
'I felt every emotion under the sky with this book.' 'Riveting.'
'This novel left a lasting - YEARS LASTING - impression.'
'This is one of those booksthat stands the test of time and is
worth rereading.' 'Five epic, no-wonder-this-book-is-so-wellloved stars!'
Fahrenheit 451 Aug 14 2021 A totalitarian regime has
ordered all books to be destroyed, but one of the book
burners suddenly realizes their merit.
The Catcher in the Rye Aug 02 2020
The Road Oct 16 2021 The post-apocalyptic modern classic
with an introduction by novelist John Banville. In a burnedout America, a father and his young son walk under a
darkened sky, heading slowly for the coast. They have no

idea what, if anything, awaits them there. The landscape is
destroyed, nothing moves save the ash on the wind and cruel,
lawless men stalk the roadside, lying in wait. Attempting to
survive in this brave new world, the young boy and his
protector have nothing but a pistol to defend themselves.
They must keep walking. Winner of the Pulitzer Prize for
Fiction, The Road is an incandescent novel, the story of a
remarkable and profoundly moving journey. In this
unflinching study of the best and worst of humankind,
Cormac McCarthy boldly divines a future without hope, but
one in which, miraculously, this young family finds
tenderness. An exemplar of post-apocalyptic writing, The
Road is a true modern classic, a masterful, moving and
increasingly prescient novel. This edition is part of the
Picador Collection, a series of the best in contemporary
literature, inaugurated in Picador's 50th Anniversary year.
Waifs and Strays & The Ransom of Red Chief Jul 13 2021
William Sydney Porter known by his pen name O. Henry,
was an American short story writer. His stories are known
for their surprise endings. This volume includes amazing
stories «Waifs and Strays» and «The Ransom of Red Chief».
Bruno, Chief of Police Mar 29 2020 The first installment in
the delightful, internationally acclaimed series featuring
Chief of Police Bruno. Meet Benoît Courrèges, aka Bruno, a
policeman in a small village in the South of France. He’s a
former soldier who has embraced the pleasures and slow
rhythms of country life. He has a gun but never wears it; he
has the power to arrest but never uses it. But then the murder
of an elderly North African who fought in the French army
changes all that. Now Bruno must balance his beloved

routines—living in his restored shepherd’s cottage, shopping
at the local market, drinking wine, strolling the
countryside—with a politically delicate investigation. He’s
paired with a young policewoman from Paris and the two
suspect anti-immigrant militants. As they learn more about
the dead man’s past, Bruno’s suspicions turn toward a more
complex motive. "Enjoyable.... Martin Walker plots with the
same finesse with which Bruno can whip up a truffle
omelette, and both have a clear appreciation for a life tied to
the land." —The Christian Science Monitor "A nice literary
pairing with the slow-food movement.... [It is] lovely...to
linger at the table." —Entertainment Weekly "A wonderfully
crafted novel as satisfying as a French pastry but with none
of the guilt or calories." —Tuscon Citizen's Journal
Nineteen Eighty-Four Aug 26 2022 "Nineteen Eighty-Four:
A Novel", often published as "1984", is a dystopian social
science fiction novel by English novelist George Orwell. It
was published on 8 June 1949 by Secker & Warburg as
Orwell's ninth and final book completed in his lifetime.
Thematically, "Nineteen Eighty-Four" centres on the
consequences of totalitarianism, mass surveillance, and
repressive regimentation of persons and behaviours within
society. Orwell, himself a democratic socialist, modelled the
authoritarian government in the novel after Stalinist Russia.
More broadly, the novel examines the role of truth and facts
within politics and the ways in which they are manipulated.
The story takes place in an imagined future, the year 1984,
when much of the world has fallen victim to perpetual war,
omnipresent government surveillance, historical negationism,
and propaganda. Great Britain, known as Airstrip One, has

become a province of a totalitarian superstate named Oceania
that is ruled by the Party who employ the Thought Police to
persecute individuality and independent thinking. Big
Brother, the leader of the Party, enjoys an intense cult of
personality despite the fact that he may not even exist. The
protagonist, Winston Smith, is a diligent and skillful rankand-file worker and Outer Party member who secretly hates
the Party and dreams of rebellion. He enters into a forbidden
relationship with a colleague, Julia, and starts to remember
what life was like before the Party came to power.
Dialogue Concerning the Two Chief World Systems,
Ptolemaic and Copernican, Second Revised Edition Feb
20 2022 Galileo's outstanding scientific work supporting the
new Copernican conception of the universe (which led to the
famous trial). In the form of a conversation among characters
named Salviati, Sagredo, & Simplicio.
Lord of the Flies Jul 25 2022 A plane crashes on a desert
island and the only survivors, a group of schoolboys,
assemble on the beach and wait to be rescued. By day they
inhabit a land of bright fantastic birds and dark blue seas, but
at night their dreams are haunted by the image of a terrifying
beast. As the boys' delicate sense of order fades, so their
childish dreams are transformed into something more
primitive, and their behaviour starts to take on a murderous,
savage significance. First published in 1954, Lord of the
Flies is one of the most celebrated and widely read of
modern classics. Now fully revised and updated, this
educational edition includes chapter summaries,
comprehension questions, discussion points, classroom
activities, a biographical profile of Golding, historical

context relevant to the novel and an essay on Lord of the
Flies by William Golding entitled 'Fable'. Aimed at Key
Stage 3 and 4 students, it also includes a section on literary
theory for advanced or A-level students. The educational
edition encourages original and independent thinking while
guiding the student through the text - ideal for use in the
classroom and at home.
The Underground Railroad Mar 09 2021 Winner of the
Pulitzer Prize and the National Book Award, this #1 New
York Times bestseller chronicles a young slave's adventures
as she makes a desperate bid for freedom in the antebellum
South. The basis for the acclaimed original Amazon Prime
Video series directed by Barry Jenkins. Cora is a slave on a
cotton plantation in Georgia. An outcast even among her
fellow Africans, she is on the cusp of womanhood—where
greater pain awaits. And so when Caesar, a slave who has
recently arrived from Virginia, urges her to join him on the
Underground Railroad, she seizes the opportunity and
escapes with him. In Colson Whitehead's ingenious
conception, the Underground Railroad is no mere metaphor:
engineers and conductors operate a secret network of actual
tracks and tunnels beneath the Southern soil. Cora embarks
on a harrowing flight from one state to the next,
encountering, like Gulliver, strange yet familiar iterations of
her own world at each stop. As Whitehead brilliantly recreates the terrors of the antebellum era, he weaves in the
saga of our nation, from the brutal abduction of Africans to
the unfulfilled promises of the present day. The Underground
Railroad is both the gripping tale of one woman's will to
escape the horrors of bondage—and a powerful meditation

on the history we all share. Look for Colson Whitehead’s
bestselling new novel, Harlem Shuffle!
The Ransom of Red Chief Mar 21 2022 Bill and Sam arrive
in the small American town of Summit with only
twohundred dollars, but they need more and Sam has an idea
for making a lot ofmoney. When things start to go very
wrong, both men soon regret their visit -and the idea.
The Second Media Age Oct 24 2019 This book examines the
implications of new communication technologies in the light
of the most recent work in social and cultural theory and
argues that new developments in electronic media, such as
the Internet and Virtual Reality, justify the designation of a
"second media age".
Beloved Dec 26 2019 ONE OF FIVE NEW VINTAGE
FUTURE CLASSICS READING GUIDE EDITIONS
Economic Analysis of Tort and Products Liability Law Sep
22 2019 First published in 1999. Routledge is an imprint of
Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
Classic Middle School Literature May 23 2022
Educational resource for teachers, parents and kids!
The Indian in the Cupboard (Collins Modern Classics, Book
1) Jun 12 2021 The Indian in the Cupboard is the first of five
gripping books about Omri and his plastic North American
Indian – Little Bull – who comes alive when Omri puts him
in a cupboard
The Kane Chronicles Aug 22 2019 A brilliant new adventure
series from the best-selling author of Percy Jackson. Carter
and Sadie have nothing in common but their parents: their
father Dr. Julius Kane, a brilliant Egyptologist, and their
mother, a famed archaeologist who died under mysterious

circumstances when they were young. The siblings barely
know each other, but one night, their father brings them
together at the British Museum, promising a 'research
experiment' that will set things right for their family. His
plans go horribly wrong. An explosion unleashes an ancient
evil - the Egyptian god Set who banishes Dr. Kane to
oblivion and forces the children to flee for their lives. Now
orphaned, Carter and Sadie must embark on a dangerous
quest - from Cairo to Paris to the American Southwest, to
save their father and stop Set from destroying everything
they care about . . .
The Young Warriors Nov 24 2019 In 1735, five Maroon
boys are ready to be initiated as warriors. They have
prepared long and hard for this day, and must now pass a
sequence of tests. How the boys approach this, the most
important day of their lives, says much about how they will
respond to the challenges ahead. When they encounter a
Redcoat troop in the forest near their village, the defence of
the village and surrounding Maroon communities will
depend on these boys, their training, courage, and
intelligence. On this occasion, their community depends on
them for its survival, but their initiation as warriors also
teaches them lifelong lessons about loyalty, responsibility,
trustworthiness and friendship.
Fahrenheit 451 Nov 05 2020 A fireman in charge of burning
books meets a revolutionary school teacher who dares to
read. Depicts a future world in which all printed reading
material is burned.
Beowulf Feb 08 2021 Finest heroic poem in Old English
celebrates the exploits of Beowulf, a young nobleman of

southern Sweden. Combines myth, Christian and pagan
elements, and history into a powerful narrative. Genealogies.
Kidnapped Jun 24 2022
The Three-Body Problem Oct 04 2020 Soon to be a Netflix
Original Series! “War of the Worlds for the 21st century.” –
Wall Street Journal The Three-Body Problem is the first
chance for English-speaking readers to experience the Hugo
Award-winning phenomenon from China's most beloved
science fiction author, Liu Cixin. Set against the backdrop of
China's Cultural Revolution, a secret military project sends
signals into space to establish contact with aliens. An alien
civilization on the brink of destruction captures the signal
and plans to invade Earth. Meanwhile, on Earth, different
camps start forming, planning to either welcome the superior
beings and help them take over a world seen as corrupt, or to
fight against the invasion. The result is a science fiction
masterpiece of enormous scope and vision. The Three-Body
Problem Series The Three-Body Problem The Dark Forest
Death's End Other Books Ball Lightning Supernova Era To
Hold Up The Sky (forthcoming) At the Publisher's request,
this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.
The Ransom of Red Chief Oct 28 2022 Two men kidnap a
mischievous boy and request a large ransom for his return.
Autobiography of Red Jul 01 2020 The award-winning poet
reinvents a genre in a stunning work that is both a novel and
a poem, both an unconventional re-creation of an ancient
Greek myth and a wholly original coming-of-age story set in
the present. Geryon, a young boy who is also a winged red
monster, reveals the volcanic terrain of his fragile, tormented

soul in an autobiography he begins at the age of five. As he
grows older, Geryon escapes his abusive brother and
affectionate but ineffectual mother, finding solace behind the
lens of his camera and in the arms of a young man named
Herakles, a cavalier drifter who leaves him at the peak of
infatuation. When Herakles reappears years later, Geryon
confronts again the pain of his desire and embarks on a
journey that will unleash his creative imagination to its
fullest extent. By turns whimsical and haunting, erudite and
accessible, richly layered and deceptively simple,
Autobiography of Red is a profoundly moving portrait of an
artist coming to terms with the fantastic accident of who he
is. A NEW YORK TIMES NOTABLE BOOK OF THE
YEAR National Book Critics Circle Award Finalist "Anne
Carson is, for me, the most exciting poet writing in English
today." --Michael Ondaatje "This book is amazing--I haven't
discovered any writing in years so marvelously disturbing."
--Alice Munro "A profound love story . . . sensuous and
funny, poignant, musical and tender." --The New York
Times Book Review "A deeply odd and immensely engaging
book. . . . [Carson] exposes with passionate force the mythic
underlying the explosive everyday." --The Village Voice
CEO Excellence Jan 07 2021 "Based on extensive interviews
with today's . . . corporate leaders, this look at how the best
CEOs do their jobs focuses on the mindsets and actions that
foster an environment of excellence"-Red Storm Rising May 31 2020 From the author of the Jack
Ryan series comes an electrifying #1 New York Times
bestseller—a standalone military thriller that envisions
World War 3... A chillingly authentic vision of modern war,

Red Storm Rising is as powerful as it is ambitious. Using the
latest advancements in military technology, the world's
superpowers battle on land, sea, and air for ultimate global
control. It is a story you will never forget. Hard-hitting.
Suspenseful. And frighteningly real. “Harrowing...tense...a
chilling ring of truth.”—TIME
Textual Analysis Made Easy Sep 27 2022 In this new book,
you’ll learn how to teach evidence-based writing using a
variety of tools, activities, and sample literary texts. Showing
elementary and middle school students how to think critically
about what they’re reading can be a challenge, but author C.
Brian Taylor makes it easy by presenting twelve critical
thinking tools along with step-by-step instructions for
implementing each one effectively in the classroom. You’ll
learn how to: Design units and lesson plans that gradually
introduce your students to more complex levels of textual
analysis; Encourage students to dig deeper by using the 12
Tools for Critical Thinking; Help students identify context
and analyze quotes with the Evidence Finder graphic
organizer; Use the Secret Recipe strategy to construct
persuasive evidence-based responses that analyze a text’s
content or technique; Create Cue Cards to teach students how
to recognize and define common literary devices. The book
also offers a series of extra examples using mentor texts, so
you can clearly see how the strategies in this book can be
applied to excerpts from popular, canonical, and semihistorical literature. Additionally, a number of the tools and
templates in the book are available as free eResources from
our website (http://www.routledge.com/9781138950658), so
you can start using them immediately in your classroom.

Red Harvest Sep 15 2021 "Red Harvest" by Dashiell
Hammett. Published by Good Press. Good Press publishes a
wide range of titles that encompasses every genre. From
well-known classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to
forgotten?or yet undiscovered gems?of world literature, we
issue the books that need to be read. Each Good Press edition
has been meticulously edited and formatted to boost
readability for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to
produce eBooks that are user-friendly and accessible to
everyone in a high-quality digital format.
An Inspector Calls Jan 27 2020 Rewritten and redesigned in
full-colour, A4 format, this new York Notes for GCSE
edition of An Inspector Calls will help your students achieve
the best possible grade. Written by GCSE examiners to give
all students an expert understanding of the text and the exam,
it includes: * *An invaluable exam skills section with essay
plans, sample answers and expert guidance on understanding
the question so students will know exactly what they need to
do to succeed. *A wealth of useful content including key
quotes, checklists, study tips and short activities that will
help students revise efficiently and remember everything
they need to write the best answers. *The widest coverage
with in-depth analysis of character, themes, language,
context and style, all helping students to succeed in the exam
by demonstrating how well they understand the text.
Red Badge of Courage Apr 10 2021 Henry Fleming dreams
of the thrill of battle and performing heroic deeds in the
American Civil War. But his illusions are shattered when he
comes face to face with the bloodshed and horrors of war.
Now he's a raw recruit, Henry experiences both fear and self-

doubt. Will war make Henry a coward or a hero? A vivid
fictionalised account of the experiences of an ordinary
innocent young soldier on the battlefields of the American
Civil War, introduced by American writer, illustrator and
historian, Wendell Minor.
Who Moved My Cheese Sep 03 2020 With over 2.5 million
copies sold worldwide, Who Moved My Cheese? is a simple
parable that reveals profound truths It is the amusing and
enlightening story of four characters who live in a maze and
look for cheese to nourish them and make them happy.
Cheese is a metaphor for what you want to have in life, for
example a good job, a loving relationship, money or
possessions, health or spiritual peace of mind. The maze is
where you look for what you want, perhaps the organisation
you work in, or the family or community you live in. The
problem is that the cheese keeps moving. In the story, the
characters are faced with unexpected change in their search
for the cheese. One of them eventually deals with change
successfully and writes what he has learned on the maze
walls for you to discover. You'll learn how to anticipate,
adapt to and enjoy change and be ready to change quickly
whenever you need to. Discover the secret of the writing on
the wall for yourself and enjoy less stress and more success
in your work and life. Written for all ages, this story takes
less than an hour to read, but its unique insights will last a
lifetime. Spencer Johnson, MD, is one of the world's leading
authors of inspirational writing. He has written many New
York Times bestsellers, including the worldwide
phenomenon Who Moved My Cheese? and, with Kenneth
Blanchard, The One Minute Manager. His works have

become cultural touchstones and are available in 40
languages.
The Picture of Dorian Gray Apr 22 2022 Is the price of
eternal youth worth a man's soul? The exceptionally
handsome Dorian Gray is a model—and the muse—for a
young artist, Basil Hallward. Through Basil, Dorian meets
Lord Henry Wotton, who values only the pleasurable things
in life with no regard for morality. He makes Dorian realize
that one day his famed beauty will fade, and he will be left
with nothing. Dorian decides to sell his soul so that a portrait
of him will age in his place. As he indulges in every vice and
selfish whim, his portrait grows increasingly hideous. But
will he learn the true cost of his corruption in time to change
his ways? This unabridged edition of British playwright
Oscar Wilde's only novel, first published in 1891, begins
with his famous preface, in which he justifies his artistic
philosophy.
Black Elk speaks : being the life story of a holy man of
the Oglala Sioux Jul 21 2019
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